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Let G be a 2-connected graph with connectivity ~ and independence number a~ <~  + 1. We 
prove that the line-graph L(G) of G is paneyelic unless G is isomorphic to one of six exceptions 
with at most ten vertices. 
By the Chv~ital-Erd0s theorem [5], a k-connected graph G with independence 
number at most k is Hamiltonian; Bondy [3] conjectured that such a graph G is 
pancyclic unless it is isomorphic to some exceptions and verified it with Ingleton 
[4] for k = 2. In [2], the authors proved that if G is k-connected (k t> 2) with 
independence number at least k + 1 and if the degree sum of any k + 1 mutually 
non adjacent vertices of G is greater than i3(k + 1)(n + 1), then the line-graph 
L(G) of G is pancyclic. In this paper, we complete this result by showing that if 
the independence number of a k-connected graph G (k 1> 2) is at most k + 1, then 
L(G) is pancyclic unless G is isomorphic to one of six exceptions with at most ten 
vertices. 
We only consider undirected graphs G with no loops or multiple edges, with 
vertex set V(G), edge set E(G), order v(G) = I(V(G)I and size e(G) = IE(G)I. 
If x is a vertex, N(x, G) is the neighbourhood of x in G and d(x, G)= 
IN(x, G)I (we allow x ~ V(G)). A(G), 6(G), or(G) and ~'(G) denote respectively 
the maximum degree, the minimum degree, the independence number and the 
connectivity of G. 
A chord of a cycle C of G is an edge joining two non-consecutive rtices of C. 
Assuming that C = xlx2. •. XpXl and the indices expressed modulo p, we say that 
the chord xixj is a minimal chord of C if the cycle Ci.j =xixi+~... xjxi has no 
chord (note that in the this sense, xjx~ may not be a minimal chord). 
Two cycles of type C~.j of C are said to be incompatible cycles if, when drawn in 
the interior of C, the corresponding chords do not intersect, except possibly at 
one or two common ends. 
A walk of G is a sequence xl, el, x2, e2, . . . ,  ep_~, xp in which e~ =xixi+~ E 
E(G), i = 1 , . . . ,  p - 1. If the edges e l , . . . ,  ep_~ are mutually distinct, the walk 
is called a trail and a closed trail is a trail with xl = xp. The length of a trail is the 
number of edges in it. 
G is said to be pancyclic if it contains cycles of every length k, 3 <~ k <~ v(G). 
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We denote by A(G) the subset of [3, v(G)] such that p e ).(G) if and only if G 
contains a cycle of length p. So G is pancyclic if and only if A(G) = [3, v(G)]. 
If C is a nontrivial closed trail of G, then/z(C) denotes the number of edges of 
G incident with at least one vertex of C. 
To find a cycle of length k in L(G) is equivalent to finding in G either a vertex 
of degree at least k or a closed trail C of length k' ~< k with at least k - k' edges 
incident with C not in E(C). This equivalence is true bythe  following theorem 
due to Harary and Nash-Williams [6], a result which will be always used in the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
Theorem A ([6]). The line-graph L(G) of a graph G is Hamiltonian if and only if 
G has a closed trail incident with each edge or G is a star. 
Theorem B ([5]). If  G is a k-connected graph and o:(G)<-k, then G is 
Hamiltonian. 
Theorem C ([4]). If G is a 2-connected graph and ol(G)<~ 2, then G is pancyclic 
unless G is the cycle of length 4 or 5. 
Theorem D ([1]). If G is a k-connected graph and ol(G) = k + 1, then for every 
cycle C of G of maximum length, G-V(C) is complete. 
Theorem 1. If G is a 2-connected graph and ol(G)<~ (G)+ 1, then L(G) is 
pancyclic unless G is a cycle of length 4, 5, 6 or 7, or G is isomorphic to one of the 
graphs of Fig. 1. 
Proof. Since otherwise Theorem C applies, let a~(G)/> 3. 
First, suppose 6(G) I> 3. Put ~f = ~(G) ,  a: = tr(G), k = ~ if ~ 1> 3 and 
k= 6(G) i f  ~=2,  E= E(G), V= V(G), d(x, G)=d(x) and N(x, G) = N(x) for 
every x e V. 
Let p(q) be the minimum (maximum) length of a cycle of G without chords. 
Part 1. A(L(G)) = [3, q(k - 1)1 
(1) Let C1 be a cycle of G of length r without chords. Since d(x) >I k, for every 
x e V(C1) and by inserting the edges incident with C1, we have A(L(G)) 
[3, A(G)]U[r,r +r (k -2) ] ,  so that Z(L(G))~[3, A(G)]U[p ,p(k -1) ]U 
[q, q(k - 1)]. Furthermore, r ~< 2~ + 3 otherwise t~ I> ~ + 2. 
(2) We have p ~< 5. Indeed, suppose p >1 6, consider a cycle (22 = xlx2. . .  XpXl 
of minimum length and note that [N(xi)NN(x))]-V(C2)=fJ for every 
i ~j,  i,j = 1 , . . . ,  p. Since N(xO U N(x3) U [N(xs) - x6] is an independent set, we 
have 3(k - 2) + 3 ~< t~ ~< ~f + 1 ~< k + 1, obtaining k ~< 2, a contradiction. 
(3) Suppose p >>- A(G) + 2. Then p = 5, 3 <- k <~ A(G) <~ 3 and G is cubic with 
ol <- 4. Let xi+5 the third neighbour of xi, i = 1 , . . . ,  5, then G does not contain 
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Fig. 1. 
the edges x6x7, x7x8, XsX 9, XgXlo, XloX 6. By considering, in this order, the subsets 
{Xl, x3, x7, Xg, Xlo}, {x2, xs, x6, x8, x9} and {x3, xs, x6, x7, Xg}, we deduce w.l.g. 
that X7Xlo, x6x8, XTX9 are edges of G. Since G is isomorphic to the Petersen graph 
(see Fig. 1) if x6x9 and xsxl0 e E, suppose w.l.g, xaxlo ~ E, but {x3, xs, x6, x7, x} 
is an independent set of cardinality 5, where x is the third neighbour of Xs, 
contradicting t~ ~< 4. So 
p ~< A(G) + 1 and Z(L(G))  = [3, p(k  - 1)] U [q, q(k - 1)]. 
(4) Let Ca = YlY2. • • YqYl by a cycle of G of maximum length without chords. 
Suppose p (k - 1) ~ q - 2 and put q = 2~f + h, where h <~ 3 (we may have h ~< 0). 
If ~f = 2, then q = 4 + h and 6 <~p(k - 1) ~< 4 + h - 2 ~< 5, a contradiction, so 
k=~f>13 and q=2k+h.  We obtain 2<~(p-2) (k -1 )~<h,  then h=2 or 3, 
3 <~ k ~< 4, p = 3, thus te = k + 1. We shall find indirectly the cycles of L(G)  of 
length l e  {p(k -  1)+ 1 , . . . ,  q -  1}. 
If k = 4, then h = 3, q = 11 and p(k  - 1) = 9. A cycle of length 10 in L(G)  is 
easy to get by considering C2 = xlx2x3xl and the neighbours of x~, x2, x3. 
If k = 3, then q = 8 or 9, p(k  - 1) = 6 and a~ = 4. Suppose there is no cycle of 
length 7 or 8 in L(G)  and let y ~ V(C3) with yy~ e E. We have YYh ~ E, h = 4, 5, 6 
and YY3 ~ E, otherwise we must have YY2 ~ E, d(yi) = d(y)  = 3, i = 1, 2, 3, but 
{Yl, Y3} is a cut-set, a contradiction. Since {x2, x4, x6, Xq} is an independent set, 
w.l.g, take YY2 ~ E, then yyq ~ E and q =8,  otherwise {y, Y3, Ys, )7, Yq} is an 
independent set with 5 elements, a contradiction. Hence the neighbour z of y, 
z ~ V(C3) has no neighbour on C3, implying a~ i> 5, a contradiction. 
Thus ~,(L(G)) = [3, q(k - 1)]. 
Part 2. ~.(L(G)) ~ [3, eo], where eo = #(So), and So is a cycle of G with So vertices 
and at least one chord. 
(5) Such a cycle So exists in G, for if So has no chord and is chosen with 
maximum length, then G is not Hamiltonian, but by Theorem D and since k I> 3, 
every vertex of SO has at least one neighbour in the complete subgraph of G 
induced by V(G) -  V(SO): dearly v(SO) is not maximum, a contradiction. Note 
that A(L(G))  = [So, eo]. 
(6) In this section, it will be convenient o denote by z(i), the vertices of So 
(instead of zi), i = 1 , . . . ,  So. Let So = z (1 ) . . ,  z(so) z(1) and consider a maximum 
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number t of mutually incompatible cycles of So, say C" =z( j2 i -1)z( j2 i - l+ 
1) . . .  z(j2~)z(j2i-1), i = 1 , . . . ,  t. Suppose j2i<~]2~+1, put 6i=j2i+l- j2~ + 1, i = 
1, . . . ,  t (where j2t+l = J0 and 6, = maxi 6i. 
These cycles C~, C~, . . . ,  C~ are denoted by C1, C2, • . . ,  Ct in such a way that 
vl <<- v2 <<-" • • <~ vt <~ q, where vi = v(Ci) = 2~ + ei, i = 1 , . . . ,  t (note that Ei ~ 3 ,  
i = 1 , . . . ,  t and that we may have e~ ~< 0). Define c~, i = 1 , . . . ,  t, to be the cycle 
of G with edge set E(So)A[I,_J~=iE(Cj)], where A is the symmetric difference 
operator, and cgt+ 1= So. Putting v~ = v(C¢i), i = 1 , . . . ,  t + 1, we have V~+l = 
t f t f v i+v i -2 ,  i= l , . . . , t  and vl<<-v2<~'"<<-vt+~. For i= l , . . . , t ,  put Ci= 
z(h2i-1)z(h2i-1 + 1) . . .  z(h2i)z(h2i_l). 
If t = 2 and 12 =J3, j4 =11, then we have q(k - 1) I> So - 1, because q(k - 1) ~< 
So - 2 implies (k - 1)Vl <~s0 - 2 and (k - 1)v~ <~So - 2, but since vl + v~ = So + 2, 
we get an easy contradiction, thus we have cycles of every length 3 , . . . ,  eo. So, 
suppose t i> 2 and if t = 2, 12 :/: J3 or j4 :/: jr. 
(6.i) Since t is maximum, two non consecutive vertices of the path Pu = 
z(j2,)z(j2u + 1) . . .  z(j2u+l) are non adjacent (recall that u is such that 6, = 
maxi  6i). Thus ,  since d(x) >>- k for every x e V, we can insert in ~x, k - 2 edges 
incident with each vertex of P,, so 6 , , (k -  2) edges, plus 2 ( t -  2) edges of 
t C',  incident with ~1 and 2 edges of C,', and C,',+I not incident with Ui=l, i~u, u+l  
P., but incident with ~1. Another cycles of L(G)  are obtained from ~1 by 
inserting the 2t edges of I._J[=x Ci incident with ~1. 
So, if/~ = max{v~ + 6 . (k -  2) + 2( t -  2) + 2, v~ + 2t}, then ~(L(G))=[v~, tl]. 
If tl ~< v~ - 2 and q(k - 1) ~< v~ - 2, then Y~ I> 3 otherwise v~ + 2t ~< v~ - 2 = 
v~ + vl - 4 so 4 <~ 2t ~< vl - 4 = 4 + e~ - 4 <~ 3, a contradiction. We get (6, - 
2)(k - 2) ~< el - 2t + 2 ~< 5 - 2t ~< 1, implying 6. ~< 3 and so v~ ~< 3t, q I> v~ I> 2t + 4 
and 2t+4<~q<-q(k -2 )=q(k -1) -q<~(v~-2) -v l=(v~-2) -2<.3t -4  
which imply t~>8, 5 -2 t<~ -11 ,  thus 6 .=1,  v~=t,  v (~=v~+vl -2<~t+q-2  
and 2t + 4 <~ q(k - 2) <~ v~ - 4 = t - 4, a contradiction. 
So either tl I> v~ - 1 or q(k - 1) t> v~ - 1 and ~.(L(G)) = [v~, v~]. 
(6.ii) If i e{2 , . . . , t} ,  then V(C~-O=V(~i ) .  Put d(z (h~_~))=d and 
d(z(h~_2)) = d'. Since Ci_~ has no chord, we can insert in ~i, v~_ l (k -  2) -  1 
edges ("1" corresponds to the minimal chord 'closing' Ci-1), plus d -  k + d ' -k  
edges (because we may have d(x)> k for some x e V), plus 1 + e edges where 
e = 0 if h~ = h2/-3 or  h2/ -1  = hn-z and e = 1 otherwise, and "1" corresponds to 
the other edge of Ci incident with ~i and not with Ci-1, plus finally all the e' 
edges incident with ~ not yet considered. 
Then put t i=v~+vi_ l (k -2 ) - l+d-k+d' -k+l+e+e ', i=2 , . . . , t  
and note that A(L(G)) = [v~, ti]. 
Suppose there is i • {2 , . . . ,  t} such that ti ~< v'+~ - 2 and q(k - 1) ~< v~+l - 2, 
then v~_ l (k -2 )<~2~+ei -d+k-d '+k-e -e ' -4 .  If ~/'~>3, then 1--- < 
(vi_x - 2)(k - 2) <~ Ei - -  E - -  E '  - -  d + k - d'  + k. We deduce that e~ ~> 1 and if 
E i = 1, then e = 0 (implying d >t 4 or d' t> 4), k = 3 and d = d' = 3, a contradiction. 
Taking ei = 2 or 3, we obtain the following: q i> vi I> 2k + 2, te = k + 1 and every 
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vertex of cg~ has at least one neighbour on Ci. We have vi_ 1 ~ 5 and since 
q(k -1)~<v~+v~-4~<v~+q-4 ,  we obtain 8<~(2k+2) (k -2 )~<v' -4  and 
v~ -v i -~  >I 7, thus there are at least 3 vertices, each of them joined to Ci by at 
least 2 edges so that we obtain e' t> 6, hence the contradiction is clear. 
If ~ = 2, we have 3 ~< v i_~(k -  2) and the contradiction is similar to that one 
obtained above (when e = 0). 
So, by (3), (4), (6.i) and (6.ii), Z(L(G))  = [3, q(k - 1)] (3 Iv[, e0]. 
(7) Repeat the arguments above with S~ = c¢~ instead of So. In this way, we 
define a series of cycles So, S~, . . . ,  Sh SO that S~ has at least one chord, 
0~<i ~h - 1, and Sh has no chord. Now ).(L(G)) ~ [3, q(k -  1)]U[IJ(Sh) , eo], but 
since V(Sh) <~ q, we get ;~(L(G)) D [3, eo]. 
Pm 3. Z(L(a)) = [So, e(a)] 
(8) Choose So of maximum length and let M= V-V(SO) ,  [M l=m.  By 
Theorem D, the subgraph H of G induced by M is complete; suppose m I> 2, for 
if m ~< 1, then eo = e(G)  and Theorem 1 is proved. 
Let (.-J,~M N(X, So) = {vl ,  . • • , vt}, l >-- ~ ,  (vi, i = 1, . . . , l, in this order around 
So) and consider the orientation on So defined by the vertices z (1 ) , . . . ,  Z(So). 
Denote by v~, i = 1 , . . . ,  l, the successor of vi on So and by v~ +, the vertex 
(v!h-1)+) + with v l+=vF and l l 0+ =l l i  • For every weM,  {w, v t , . . . ,  v [}  is an 
independent set, but since tr ~< YC + 1, we have l = ~f. 
Suppose the indices of the vertices vi are expressed modulo Y£. 
Assume w, w'  ~ N(vi ,  H),  w ~ w' for some i ~ {1 , . . . ,  Y/'}; since w and w' are 
joined by paths of H of every length 1, 2 , . . . ,  m-  1, it is clear that one can 
insert in So, cycles of the form ~JiWWlW2... WhWtV i (Wj E M, j = 1 , . . . ,  h) so that 
we obtain cycles in L(G)  of every length So, • • •, e(G),  completing the proof of 
Theorem 1. So suppose IN(vi, H)I = 1 and N(vi,  H) = {wi}, i = 1 , . . . ,  ~.  
Because of the connectivity of G, we have w~ :/:wj for every i :/:j, i, j 
{1 , . . . ,  X}. 
Denote by P~,j a path of H of length l, joining w~ and D. 
- (h i+ l )+ for i = 1, ~,  we must have hi t> m, Assuming that vi+l = oi , . . . ,  
otherwise one can replace - +- 2+ . . oh,+ m-1 o/o~ . - by Pi./+l to have a cycle of length 
greater than So, a contradiction. 
(8.i) For every h e {1 , . . . ,  m} and i #:j, i, j e {1 , . . . ,  Yt'}, we have vh÷vT ~ E 
otherwise consider P~-~, then delete in So the vertices v~, . . . ,  v! *-~÷ and we 
get easily a cycle of G of length greater than So, a contradiction. 
(8.ii) For i, j e {1 , . . . ,  X}, i #:], we suppose viv; ~ ~ E, otherwise we replace 
the edge vjv 7 of So by vjwj U PI.~ u v~viv~, 1 <~ l < - m - 1: clearly, we obtain cycles 
in L(G)  of every length So, . . . ,  e(G).  
Thus, (8.i) and (8.ii) with m ~> 2 imply that the subgraph of G induced by 
{v,, v~, . . . ,  v m+} is complete for every i - - -1 , . . . ,  ~.  So, define li to be the 
maximum r such that {v,  v~, . . . ,  v r+} induces a complete subgraph of G. 
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For some i e {1 , . . . ,  ~/'}, replace in So, the path 13 i+-13 i2+ . .  . v h'+- by Pi, i+lm-1 and 
insert in the new cycle, the cycles chi = viv + . . .  v h+, 2 <<- h <~ li. 
If li ~> hi, it is clear that there are cycles in L(G) of every length So, . . . ,  e(G). 
So, suppose l i<h  i and let l= l i+  1. There is h e {0 , . . . ,  l -2}  such that 
l /h+.  1+ i vi ~ E, but assuming that l+_ + vi vj ~ E for every j :/: i (otherwise consider the 
cycles of type Ci, the path viwi U pro.-1 ,,j U ~Vj and the edge l+ + and we find all r V i V j  
the cycles of length at least So in L(G))  and - h+. ÷ vi oj ~ E for every j 6: i (if h > m, 
we consider the cycles of type C~ with r<~h-1) ,  we deduce that 
(L IT , .  , 13]" 1 ' V/h+, l+ • , vi , v++l , . . . ,  v~, W/+l} is an independent set with Y{+ 2 
elements, contradicting a~ = 5g + 1. 
Now, suppose 6(G)= 2. We have YC= 2 and a~ = 3. Let a • V with degree 2 
and neighbours x, y. 
Clearly, H = G - {x, a, y} satisfies a~(H) ~< 2: the result following easily when 
H is the cycle of length 4 or 5, suppose that either N(H) ~< 1 or H is pancyclic. 
If X(H) = 0, there are 3 complete components {a}, //1, H2 in G - {x, y}, so 
that x and y have each a neighbour in/-/1 and HE. We regard if v(Hi) i> 2 or not, 
i = 1, 2 and the proof is easy to complete. 
If X (H)= 1, let z be a cut-point of H, so that /-/1 and HE are the two 
components (clearly complete) of H -  z and z is joined to every vertex of Hi, 
i = 1 or 2. Since z is not a cut-point of G, w.l.g, we can suppose that either xu e E 
and yv•E ,  for some u•V(H, )  and v•V(H2)  or xu•E ,  xv•E  for some 
u•V(H1)  and v•V(H2) ,  yz•E  and yw~E for every w•V(H) -z .  By 
regarding if v(Hi) i> 2 or not, i = 1 or 2 and considering the smallest cycle through 
the vertices u, x, a, y, z (and v if possible), we deduce easily the result (in the 
second case, G - {x, z} has 3 components). 
If H is pancyclic, then L(G)  contains cycles of every length 3, . . . ,  e(G) -  3 
(we may have xy • E). We suppose G is Hamiltonian otherwise we argue as in 
(8). Noting that either H is a triangle or G has at least 2 chords, we finish 
immediately the proof. [] 
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